Successful dental practices
get their data right, and get it
right now, all while eliminating
paper forms.
Missing or incorrect data for dental practices can be
devastating, and could result in catastrophic
consequences for your patients. Field2Base Mobile
Forms™ eliminates slow, costly, and error-filled
paper forms. Our turnkey, customizable mobile
solution is perfect for completely eliminating the use
of paper forms in dental offices.

Make your current forms work harder for
you.
With our Mobile Forms™, it’s easy. This intuitive
software platform lets you turn your paper-based forms
into digital versions for use in the field. You can even
convert government-mandated items such as Medicare
and Medicaid applications into digital forms to ensure
accuracy and to improve billing. Using Field2Base, you
can include enhanced data such as photographs of
insurance cards, videos, signature capture, and more.
Mobile Forms also allows you to build business rules
into each field to ensure they are filled out completely
and correctly the first time, every time.

Transmit data reliably and securely.
Our patented technology takes the guesswork out
of mobility. All data is secured on the device and
in transit using 256bit AES and 128bit SSL
encryption technologies and in accordance with
HIPAA and HITECH guidelines. Data is routed
through our secure cloud which is independently
certified for SAS70 and SSAE16 compliance and
offers 99.999% availability.

Manage your data.
Mobile Forms PLUS Workflow provides office
managers with a secure online portal to review,
edit, and approve digital forms as they are
submitted. You can ensure data compliance with insurance
providers and speed up your A/R cycles, and all changes
are tracked and stored for audit purposes in accordance
with HIPAA guidelines. Approved forms can be delivered as
an email with attached PDF, accessed online in
Field2Base’s secure cloud, or integrated with your current
EMR/IT system(s) using our integration software. Need to
get information out to your users? Field2Base allows you to
dispatch work orders/visit information to your mobile
workforce as prefilled forms.

There’s so much more we can show you,
including the impressive ROI.
Research shows that mobile automation has a
substantial and immediate ROI—up to 700%
for the most successful projects. Let us show
you how we can help you achieve this.
To learn more about our solutions including
real life examples and testimonials from
some of our customers, please visit our
website at: Field2Base.com. For more
details, please contact Verizon Account
Manager, John Ozkurt at
john.ozkurt@vzw.com

